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Foreword

by Michael J. Petrilli and Amber M. Northern

Besides suffocating heat, humidity, and wildfires, the summer of 2023 also brought a seismic shift to higher education: the Supreme Court’s striking down of affirmative action in college admissions.

Putting aside the rancorous debates about the rationale and implications for the decision, at the heart of the Harvard case was the clear evidence that Harvard was discriminating against Asian students.

An incriminating 2022 study about Harvard admissions found a “substantial penalty against Asian American applicants relative to their white counterparts.” Scholars estimated that, given the overall admissions rate for Asian Americans at Harvard was around 5 percent, removing what amounted to a handicap would increase their admissions chances by at least 19 percent.

What’s more, the researchers took on a surprisingly candid tone when noting the differences between the Asian and White applicant pool:

> While it is widely understood that Asian American applicants are academically stronger than whites, it is startling just how much stronger they are. During the period we analyze, there were 42 percent more white applicants than Asian American applicants overall. Yet, among those who were in the top 10 percent of applicants based on grades and test scores, Asian American applicants outnumbered white applicants by more than 45 percent.

Startling indeed.

Findings from this new study, Excellence Gaps by Race and Socioeconomic Status, reminded us of this eye-popping imbalance. Authored by Fordham’s Meredith Coffey and Adam Tyner, the report digs into how race and socioeconomic status (SES) interact to shape academic “excellence gaps”—disparities in performance among groups of students achieving at the highest levels.

Their analysis utilizes nearly twenty years of eighth-grade reading and math assessment data (from 2003 to 2022) to document the progress of America’s highest-performing students, meaning those who earned “Advanced” scores on the National Assessment of Educational Progress, a.k.a., “The Nation’s Report Card.” Among other things, it finds that fewer Black and Hispanic students from the highest-SES group (those with college-educated mothers) are achieving at Advanced levels than we would expect given their socioeconomic status. That’s a disparity clearly worth our attention.
But so are their findings on Asian American high achievers—who deserve our attention for a different reason. Two decades ago, Asian American and Pacific Islander students (AAPI) were already crushing it at the Advanced level, and they’ve only made more progress since then (Tables FW-1–2). Part of that progress is due to raising the floor: Coffey and Tyner find that, among students in the lower-SES ranks (those whose mothers have a high school diploma or less), there’s a substantial rise over time in the proportion of AAPI students who are Advanced.

Add it up and we can see that the AAPI advantage has only grown.

Table FW-1. Percentage of students scoring at the Advanced level in math in 2003 and 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>Percent Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table FW-2. Percentage of students scoring at the Advanced level in reading in 2003 and 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>Percent Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>140%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NAEP Data Explorer

Now let’s put these numbers into a context that is familiar to admissions officers at highly-selective colleges. If we consider both the percentage of students in each racial subgroup achieving at the Advanced level and their share of the student population, what does the racial composition of students scoring Advanced look like? Here are the pie charts for our top students in 2003 and again in 2022.
As anyone can plainly see, the proportion of Advanced students who are White dropped significantly, from 82 to 61 percent (Figure FW-1). Yet most of the diversity gains came from Asian students (who went from 10 percent to 22 percent) and, to a lesser degree, Hispanic students (from 3 percent to 8 percent). Unfortunately, the proportion of Advanced students who are Black decreased over that time, from a tragically low 3 to 2 percent.

Now let’s see how it looks for reading in 2003 and then in 2022:

The pattern in Figure FW-2 is largely the same: big declines in the proportion of White students, with large gains for Asian and Hispanic students—once again, more gains for the
former than the latter when it comes to reading. The Black proportion is again down, from 5 to 3 percent.

******

So what can we take from all of this, particularly when it comes to Asian high achievers?

First, they are making solid gains and their success deserves to be recognized.

Second, although our high-achieving students are a more diverse group than twenty years ago, most of this growing diversity is driven by gains by Asian and Hispanic students. For Hispanic students, that largely tracks the growth of their population as a whole, which has nearly doubled over the past two decades. That’s part of the story for Asian students, too (their numbers are up by a third), but it’s also due to their improved performance. Case in point: Our new report finds that Asian students are so high achieving that even those in the lowest-socioeconomic-status group often equal or outperform higher-SES students of other racial and ethnic groups.

Third, we need to learn from the success of AAPI students and their families—not be threatened by it or seek to depress their chances of gaining admission to prestigious institutions. At the national, state, and local levels, policymakers and educators should ask: Are there observable practices among Asian students that could apply more broadly? For instance, are they more likely to participate in extracurricular activities, sign up for more challenging classes, or take part in academic tutoring, clubs, or competitions? Are these behaviors helping AAPI students to reach the highest level of academic achievement? If so, how could smart policies expand those opportunities to students from other communities?

Education reformers spend an inordinate amount of time, energy, and resources (rightly so) on supporting low-performing students. But high performers are often left to fend for themselves. Let’s just say this: It’s not right. We can do better. And we should start doing better today.
Introduction

Piling on to months of alarming findings on learning loss, NWEA reported in July 2023 that progress toward academic recovery continues to lag, despite the return to in-person schooling. Last year’s achievement gains were significantly smaller than typical prepandemic gains, leaving students over four months behind in both reading and math.¹ Exacerbating decades-old achievement gaps, the losses have been largest for Black, Hispanic, and low-income students. In other words, despite renewed national attention to issues of race and equity, American schools are still disproportionately failing their most marginalized students. And the stakes are high: kids in school during the pandemic could end up earning nearly 10 percent less than peers just a few years older,² with lifetime earnings reduced by 1.4, 2.4, and 2.1 percent for White, Black, and Hispanic students, respectively. And other generations will suffer, too, with a projected annual GDP loss of as much as $188 billion.³

What’s more, learning loss has occurred across the achievement spectrum: the academic performance of even the highest-potential students has either plateaued or declined.⁴ And historically underserved student groups are no exception.⁵ On the 2022 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), for example, the number of Black and Hispanic eighth graders achieving Advanced math scores each dropped by half compared to 2019, declining to only 1 percent and 2 percent, respectively.⁶ Ensuring that all students—including the highest achieving—have the opportunity to fulfill their academic potential is urgent for both fairness and economic reasons: individuals deserve the opportunity to reach their potential, and American economic competitiveness depends on the cultivation of innovations founded on advanced academic achievement.⁷

To this end, a growing body of research has called attention to the urgency of combating what Jonathan Plucker, Nathan Burroughs, and Ruiting Song termed “excellence gaps”: disparities in academic performance among groups of students performing at the highest levels.⁸ These gaps are evident in comparisons by race/ethnicity (Figure 1) and by socioeconomic status (Figure 2). Studies of excellence gaps have found disparities in advanced performance among students of different genders,⁹ students in urban/rural settings,¹⁰ and students with varying immigration histories.¹¹
Figure 1. There are pronounced excellence gaps across racial/ethnic groups.

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.

Figure 2. There are pronounced excellence gaps across socioeconomic groups.

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. FRL is an indicator of lower SES that means the student qualified for free or reduced-price lunch. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.

To date, much education policy has focused on overall achievement gaps, or average achievement differences between student subgroups. Researchers have increasingly explored not just the impact of individual demographic factors but also how different factors interact with one another to influence student achievement. That is, if White students earn higher average math and reading scores than their Hispanic peers (Figure 3),
is that simply because the families of White students are wealthier on average than those of their Hispanic peers? Academic success is, of course, strongly associated with socioeconomic status (SES). Indeed, considerable research suggests that both race and SES—at least as they are typically measured—correlate with achievement gaps. Studies show, for instance, that Black students, on average, underperform their White peers at each socioeconomic level.

Figure 3. Widely documented gaps appear in educational proficiency by race/ethnicity.

![Bar chart showing educational proficiency by race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status.]

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.

What education research has not yet examined closely, however, is what excellence gaps look like for students of different races/ethnicities within the same socioeconomic group, particularly in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. If differences in SES can explain racial disparities at the top end of academic achievement, then the critical action steps are to address economic inequalities and improve schools serving the lowest-income students. But if SES doesn’t fully explain the excellence gap—as it doesn’t for the broader racial achievement gap—then we must investigate why our schools are failing to serve other underrepresented students (e.g., Black and Hispanic students) with the greatest potential. Solving any problem first requires understanding its cause.

This study is the first to focus on the question of how race and SES interact to shape excellence gaps. Using NAEP data on eighth graders over the last two decades, we trace the performance of America’s highest-achieving students by both race/ethnicity and SES.
To illuminate the interaction of race and SES in predicting excellence gaps, this analysis addresses the following questions:

- To what extent can racial/ethnic excellence gaps be explained by differences in SES?
- Are excellence gaps still apparent when racial/ethnic groups are compared within the same socioeconomic groups?
- How have excellence gaps by race/ethnicity and SES shifted over the past two decades, including since the COVID-19 pandemic?
Data and methods

We acquired data on high achievers using the NAEP Data Explorer (NDE). The NAEP is administered by the National Center of Education Statistics (NCES), which is housed within the U.S. Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences. Reading and math assessments have typically been administered every two years for eighth-grade students. Other subjects are assessed less frequently. The next most frequently tested subject is science, in which eighth graders are assessed about every four years.

We use publicly available, national NAEP reading and math assessment data from 2003 to 2022 (Table 1), as well as science data from 2009 to 2019 (the latter is in the Appendix). With tests and student surveys typically covering more than 100,000 eighth-grade students during each administration year, the NAEP provides a large-scale, representative picture of how American students are performing across time and in various subjects. The high quality of the NAEP reading, math, and science assessments are part of what make the NAEP the “Nation’s Report Card.”
Table 1. Math and reading are assessed regularly by the NAEP (eighth grade).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ✓ = Included in this report’s analysis of time trends. ✓✓ = Included in this report’s static analysis of student performance and analysis of time trends.

Our analysis examines eighth-grade results, which provide the most useful data for our purposes. Fourth graders also take the NAEP at the same intervals, but their surveys provide less socioeconomic data because NCES has found their responses on questions like mother’s education to be unreliable. Twelfth graders, the other age group that participates in the NAEP, take the assessments less frequently and may supply less indicative results due to potential lack of academic engagement at the end of high school.

Identifying race and socioeconomic status

Our analysis focuses on excellence gaps among the four largest racial/ethnic groups: Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) students, Black students, Hispanic students, and White
students. We focus on mother’s education as a proxy for SES, although some results by self-reported number of books in the home and whether the students qualify for free or reduced-price lunch (FRL) are also included for context in the Appendix (the results are similar regardless of the SES variable used).

Mother’s education is measured by a question on the NAEP questionnaire in which test-takers select from the following options: “She did not finish high school,” “She graduated from high school,” “She had some education after high school,” “She graduated from college,” or “I don’t know” (the final group is excluded from the analyses).

Note that the available proxies for SES are not comprehensive and, in NDE, cannot be used in conjunction with each other (while including race/ethnicity as well). Not only do both variables rely on student knowledge or estimation, but what the term “socioeconomic status” encompasses is contested and may include family financial resources, family structure, and other factors for which data are unavailable. Moreover, there is race- and ethnicity-specific variability in the SES distributions even within SES categories. For example, among households where the mother has completed college (our highest-SES group), other socioeconomic differences, such as differences in income or family structure, likely remain. Although this is the first study to focus on the intersection of race/ethnicity and SES as those factors correlate with excellence gaps, if more nuanced data were available, our results could be somewhat different. For example, it is possible that a more comprehensive picture of SES would have more predictive power and diminish the separate predictive power of race/ethnicity, as has been shown in some other studies.

Identifying advanced achievement

To identify the highest-performing students, we evaluate the proportion of students who earned “Advanced” scores on the NAEP. This is the highest achievement level and indicates that a student has demonstrated full competency in the subject via “superior performance.” For example, for an eighth grader to earn the Advanced designation in math, she must demonstrate high-level skills, such as analyzing whether a certain data visualization will be helpful for solving a given problem. In reading, Advanced skills include, for example, the ability to synthesize textual evidence from multiple sources in order to support a claim.

Using data from NDE covering all eighth-grade students for each subject and year, we created crosstabs with our race variable and each of our SES variables, including data on the percentage of students in each racial/socioeconomic group who earned Advanced scores (for example, the percentage of Advanced-scoring White students whose mothers did not complete high school). It should be noted that NDE cannot conduct statistical significance tests for the pooled samples and trends over time used in this report. Fortunately, the large size of the NAEP samples makes identifying statistical significance trivial in most cases; if there is a substantive difference between groups, that difference is very likely to be statistically significant.
Results I: The intersection of race and SES in excellence gaps

In this section, we examine the most recent NAEP data collections in order to evaluate how the intersection of socioeconomic and racial/ethnic categories relates to excellence gaps.

Finding 1: Even within SES groups, racial/ethnic excellence gaps persist.

As shown in Figure 4, differences in rates of Advanced achievement remain when students are disaggregated into SES groups. Specifically, AAPI students achieve Advanced at the highest rate, followed by White students, then Hispanic students, and then Black students, who are sometimes tied with Hispanic students.

Figure 4. Excellence gaps by race/ethnicity persist within student socioeconomic groups.

Note: These are the authors' calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. The measure of SES is the mother’s highest level of education. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
At the same time, within each racial/ethnic group, students of the highest SES achieve Advanced at the highest rate, with a consistent decrease in the share of students achieving at the Advanced level as SES decreases.

Yet there is also some overlap among the racial/ethnic groups of higher and lower SES. For example, in math, the highest-SES Black students are more likely to achieve at the Advanced level than one of the groups of White students and two of the groups of Hispanic students. Specifically, 3.0 percent of the highest-SES Black students achieve at the Advanced level, outperforming White students whose mothers did not finish high school (2.5 percent), Hispanic students whose mothers finished high school (2.0 percent), and Hispanic students whose mothers did not finish high school (1.5 percent).

Similarly, in reading, although White students are more likely to achieve at the Advanced level than their Hispanic counterparts within each SES category, the highest-SES Hispanic students are more likely to achieve at the Advanced level (3.0 percent) than the two lower-SES groups of White students, whose Advanced achievement rates were 2.0 percent and 1.3 percent.

AAPI students, however, are so high achieving that even those in the lowest SES group often equal or outperform higher-SES students of other racial/ethnic groups. In math, 13.0 percent of the lowest-SES AAPI students reach the Advanced level, a figure surpassed only by the highest-SES White students (and other groups of AAPI students). The same pattern holds in reading.

We present these same data in descending order by Advanced rates in table form below.
Table 2. Table presentation of Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Groups</th>
<th>Advanced Rate (Math)</th>
<th>Student Groups</th>
<th>Advanced Rate (Reading)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>AAPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>College Graduate</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. The measure of SES is the mother’s highest level of education. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.

As indicated, we use mother’s education as our primary measure of SES. But the SES and racial/ethnic patterns of Advanced achievement on eighth-grade math and reading NAEP assessments are similar when either FRL (Appendix, Figure A.1) or self-reported number of books in the home is used instead (Appendix, Figure A.2). Science has much lower levels of Advanced achievement, meaning that some racial/ethnic groups do not reach 1 percent Advanced achievement, regardless of SES (Appendix, Figure A.3).

Finding 2: Racial/ethnic excellence gaps are larger among higher-SES students than lower-SES students.

Another way of examining the intersection of race and SES in producing excellence gaps is to see how racial/ethnic excellence gaps vary by SES. Consider Figure 5, which shows the reading excellence gaps in percentage-point differences between groups overall (“all”) and within SES groups. If racial/ethnic gaps were driven by SES, we would expect the gaps to be much smaller—or even nonexistent—within SES groups. But in fact, excellence gaps are not necessarily smaller within SES groups. Indeed, within the highest-SES group (college-educated mothers), excellence gaps are always larger than the overall gap between
racial/ethnic groups. On the other hand, for the two lowest SES groups, the White-Black and White-Hispanic excellence gaps are small, ranging from 0.3 to 2.0 percentage points.

For example, Figure 5 shows that the overall AAPI-Black excellence gap in reading is 10.7 percentage points. Yet the gap between AAPI and Black students whose mothers graduated from college is even larger (14.5 percentage points). Likewise for the White-Hispanic excellence gap: the gap for students in the highest SES group (4.3 percentage points) is larger than the overall 3.7 percentage point gap. In contrast, for students whose mothers have a high school diploma or less, the White-Hispanic excellence gap is at most 1.0 percentage point. The generally low rates of Advanced achievement for lower-SES students helps explain why excellence gaps are relatively small for lower-SES students and much larger for high-SES students.

Figure 5. Reading excellence gaps are largest for students in the highest socioeconomic group.

[Graph showing reading excellence gaps by SES group and racial/ethnic group.]

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. The measure of SES is the mother’s highest level of education. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.

In math (Figure 6), we see a very similar pattern: racial/ethnic excellence gaps are largest within the highest-SES group and are larger than the overall racial/ethnic gaps in Advanced achievement. As with reading, racial/ethnic excellence gaps diminish within SES groups, and for the lowest-SES group (those students whose mothers do not have high school diplomas), the White-Hispanic and White-Black excellence gaps are minimal—1.0 to 2.0 percentage points, respectively (all of these patterns are similar when using self-reported number of books in the home to operationalize SES; see Figure A.4 and A.5 in the Appendix).
Figure 6. Math excellence gaps are largest for the highest-SES students.

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. The measure of SES is the mother’s highest level of education. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.

Finding 3: SES has a similar effect on all racial/ethnic groups.

When evaluating the intersection between racial/ethnic identification and SES, it is helpful to consider the extent to which SES moderates racial/ethnic excellence gaps. Figure 7 uses the highest-SES group (students whose mothers are college graduates) as the reference group and shows how the bottom three SES groups compare to the top SES group in terms of Advanced achievement rates. Calculated separately for each racial/ethnic group, each bar shows the percentage of students in that SES group divided by the percentage in the highest-SES group, such that if the rates of Advanced achievement were equal, the value would be one.

Figure 7 shows that the effect of SES on Advanced achievement is similar across groups. For math, the values for students with mothers who attained “some college” are all between 0.5 and 0.6, meaning that a little more than half of those students achieved at the Advanced level compared to students in the highest-SES group. For the lower-SES groups, SES has a similarly consistent effect, with the exception of lower-SES AAPI students—who, as indicated earlier, outperform other racial/ethnic groups. Although the effect of SES on Advanced reading achievement appears to be erratic for Black students, that is likely a rounding issue based on the fact that just 1 percent of the highest-SES Black students achieved at that level in all four years of NAEP data analyzed (these patterns are similar when using self-reported number of books in the home to operationalize SES; see Figure A.6 in the Appendix).
Figure 7. The effect of SES on Advanced achievement is generally consistent across racial/ethnic groups.

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. The broken line represents 1.0, meaning that a value is equal to the value of the highest-SES group for that racial/ethnic category. The measure of SES is the mother’s highest level of education. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Results II: Excellence gaps by race and SES over time

The patterns in excellence gaps described above appear in most of the recent years of NAEP data (2015 to 2022). In this section, we examine trends in these data over the past two decades, once again using the highest level of education attained by the student’s mother as the SES variable (additional results may be found in the Appendix).

Finding 4: The last two decades have generally seen rising Advanced achievement for all racial/ethnic and SES groups but particularly for AAPI students.

For all but the lowest-SES Hispanic and Black students, Advanced achievement is appreciably higher in the most recent data collections than in the early 2000s, the earliest years of this study. This pattern holds for both reading (Figure 8) and math (Figure 9, pg 22).

Figure 8. Over the past two decades, reading excellence gaps by race/ethnicity within socioeconomic groups have endured.

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the reading portion of the NAEP. The measure of SES is the mother’s highest level of education. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Among the lower-SES ranks, a particularly positive development is the substantial rise in the proportion of AAPI students who are Advanced achievers. In the early 2000s, these students typically outperformed other low-SES groups by only a percentage point or two, and no racial/ethnic group’s lowest-SES students had more than 3 percent achieving Advanced in math or 1 percent in reading. But lower-SES AAPI students broke away from the pack beginning in the early 2010s and strongly outperformed their counterparts in all other racial/ethnic groups in recent years. By 2019, 11 percent of the lowest-SES group of AAPI students reached Advanced in math, and 2 percent notched Advanced in reading. Their improvement is notable and encouraging, despite the fact that it does equate to widening excellence gaps during the study period, as AAPI students were slightly outperforming other groups even in the earlier years of the data.

Some of these patterns of Advanced achievement over time appear for science, but the lower overall rate of high achievement means that the gaps are mostly apparent for higher-SES groups. For more on this, see Figure A.7 in the Appendix.

**Finding 5: The pandemic era saw declining Advanced achievement for all racial/ethnic groups.**

Another—more troubling—trend is the reversal of earlier progress in Advanced achievement between the 2019 and 2022 NAEP data collections, particularly in math (Figure 9). Especially among higher-SES students, Advanced achievement rates generally rose from 2003 to 2019 for all racial/ethnic groups. Between 2019 and 2022, however, among the students whose mothers attended college (whether or not they graduated), Advanced math achievement dropped for all racial/ethnic groups. These declines in Advanced performance are, of course, likely attributable to the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, which other studies have shown took a toll on the performance of lower achievers even more than that of high achievers. These patterns are similar when using self-reported number of books in the home as the SES variable (see Figure A.8 and Figure A.9).
Figure 9. Over the past two decades, math excellence gaps by race/ethnicity within socioeconomic groups have not closed.

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the math portion of the NAEP. The measure of SES is the mother’s highest level of education. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students. The year 2022 represents the only year of NAEP score data affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Summing up

We show that excellence gaps are predicted independently by student race/ethnicity and SES. Controlling for SES with the data available in NDE mitigates—but does not eliminate—excellence gaps by student race/ethnicity. That means that even when various racial/ethnic groups are compared within same-SES categories, excellence gaps largely remain. Still, race is not the entire story: higher-SES Black and Hispanic students sometimes outperform lower-SES White students. We also find that because Advanced achievement rates are generally low for lower-SES students, racial/ethnic excellence gaps are even larger within the highest-SES group than they are for students overall.

In addition, we see that all racial/ethnic groups had higher shares of students achieving at the Advanced level in the 2010s than the 2000s, although the lowest-SES Hispanic and Black students saw little growth in Advanced achievement. On the other hand, AAPI students of all SES categories have experienced soaring rates of Advanced achievement, and more research is needed to understand what factors are behind this success story.

Lastly, we find that excellence gaps have grown during the period of this study (2003 to 2022), particularly in math. The period coinciding with the COVID-19 pandemic saw some declines in Advanced achievement, although these are larger in math than in reading.
Policy implications

So what might policymakers and practitioners do to boost Advanced achievement for all student groups while working to narrow excellence gaps?

Happily, a recent report from the National Working Group on Advanced Education, on which one of us served, offers thirty-six concrete recommendations for policymakers and practitioners attempting to build a wider, more diverse pipeline of advanced learners (see pg 26, Summary of recommendations of the National Working Group on Advanced Education).

The Working Group did not attempt to differentiate between recommendations focused on economically disadvantaged students versus those targeting underrepresented racial/ethnic groups. The present study indicates that, on the whole, that strategy was wise. Given the large and persistent impact that SES plays across all racial groups, actions that support lower-SES groups will support most underrepresented racial/ethnic groups, too. For example, making sure that every elementary school in the country, including high-poverty Title I schools, has a robust gifted program in place should dramatically increase the number of Black, Hispanic, and lower-SES students entering the pipeline of advanced learning opportunities.

However, this study also indicates that focusing on lower-SES groups alone won’t be enough to narrow racial/ethnic excellence gaps, because those gaps are particularly large among the highest-SES group. Put another way, policymakers and practitioners need to wrestle with the fact that fewer high-SES Black and Hispanic students, in particular, are achieving at Advanced levels than we would expect given their SES.

Several of the Working Group’s recommendations should be helpful to high-SES Black and Hispanic students, such as its calls for culturally relevant programs and curricula, “universal screening” as a check on racial bias in assigning students to gifted programs and to advanced courses, and stronger data-reporting requirements.

But even more aggressive actions might be necessary. Staffing policies provide a useful lever. Studies have shown that same-race teachers improve academic achievement for Black students.35 A smaller body of research suggests that same-race teachers may also have a positive, if more modest, effect on Hispanic students’ achievement.36 Having teachers of color for gifted and advanced programming has been shown to increase the enrollment of students of color in advanced courses.37 To this end, state- and district-level policymakers can expand and invest in teacher career pathways that educators of color are most likely to pursue, including Grow Your Own teacher-prep programs and alternative teacher career pathways. Leaders will need to take care, however, not to run afoul of constitutional limitations on explicitly race-based policies, especially in light of the Supreme Court’s recent affirmative action decision.
Finally, leaders should invest in better understanding the remarkable success of even the lowest-SES AAPI students in reaching the highest levels of achievement. For example, are high-achieving AAPI students more likely to participate in after-school tutoring and academic enrichment programs? If so, how could policy expand those opportunities to students from other communities?

Shrinking excellence gaps, which are continuing to expand, is a tall order. The good news is that even seemingly small improvements in percentages will mean that thousands more children have gained the opportunity to excel.
Summary of recommendations of the National Working Group on Advanced Education

We believe that all children deserve an education that facilitates their growth toward their full potential and that fostering learning of students at advanced levels of achievement benefits both individual students and our society at large. We acknowledge that students’ likelihood of excelling academically is a function not only of their promise and ability but also of their background, past experiences, and opportunities and that, as a result, today we observe many excellence gaps and disparities in the proportions of students from various racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds who participate and excel in advanced levels of academic learning.

Our schools have both an opportunity and a responsibility to create learning experiences that meet the needs of all students, part of which is creating and supporting advanced learning. Equity, done right, means opening up advanced education to all students who could benefit from it. And excellence, done right, means doing the hard work to help all students achieve at high levels—not just the students who come to school with great advantages.

To achieve these goals, we recommend that all school districts and charter networks build a continuum of advanced learning opportunities, customized to individual students’ needs and abilities, that spans the K–12 spectrum.

**Recommended district and charter network policies and practices**

**Accessible front-loading (grades pre-K–5)**
1. Provide accessible front-loading programming—either to all students or to those from historically underrepresented groups—starting in pre-K or Kindergarten
2. Offer accessible after-school, weekend, and/or summer enrichment opportunities

**Identification (grades K–11)**
3. Adopt universal screening to identify students with potential for high achievement
4. Use data from universally available assessments
5. Use assessment data to identify additional students for advanced education services in every grade
6. Use local (i.e., school-based) norms

**Acceleration (grades K–12)**
7. Allow early entry to Kindergarten
8. Allow children who are ready for advanced material in all subjects to skip entire grade levels
9. Allow children to skip grade levels in particular subjects
10. Offer “grade-compressed” pathways for students
11. Embrace “concurrent enrollment”
12. Offer advanced courses in as many subjects as possible in grades 6–12
13. Automatically enroll students participating in elementary school advanced education programs in subsequent advanced learning opportunities in middle and/or high school
14. Intentionally recruit underrepresented and underserved students for external advanced learning opportunities, such as college for dual enrollment and/or online courses

Equitable achievement grouping (grades K–5)
15. Frequently and equitably evaluate all students
16. Ensure that teachers alter the complexity and pace of the curriculum
17. Err on the side of inclusion

Selective enrollment schools (grades 6–12)
18. Expand the supply of seats in such schools
19. Base admission on multiple indicators, including but not limited to exam score
20. Marry culturally responsive advanced instruction and prior preparation of students who are admitted

Social and emotional learning (SEL) and mental health supports for advanced learners (grades K–12)
21. Make programs culturally relevant to all students
22. Foster a positive school culture
23. Implement a plan for supporting advanced students’ mental health comprising triage, trauma informed practices, targeted intervention, and faculty support

Well-prepared educators
24. Provide high-quality professional-learning opportunities about evidence-based advanced-learning strategies
25. Inform feeder teacher-preparation programs
26. Empower teachers with actionable data on students’ abilities

High-quality instructional materials
27. Supplement high-quality instructional materials

Recommended state policies and practices
28. In school and district accountability systems, place significant weight on student-level progress over time
29. Eliminate any policies that bar early entrance to Kindergarten, middle school, or high school
30. Mandate the identification of students with advanced learning needs, providing services for said students, and the use of local, school-based norms for identifying students for advanced programs, particularly at the elementary level
31. Implement specific requirements about the services provided to advanced learners
32. Mandate that districts and charter networks allow for acceleration (including grade skipping) for students who could benefit from it
33. Publicly report on the students participating in advanced education, including their achievement and growth over time, as well as their demographic characteristics
34. Ensure that preparation and in-service professional-development programs offer evidence-based instruction in advanced education, both for district-level coordinators and for teachers
35. Enforce the federal requirement that states explain how teacher-preparation programs are addressing education of special populations, including advanced learners
36. Expand funding and other incentives to encourage schools to frequently and equitably evaluate all students and provide a continuum of services to every student who could benefit
Appendix

In this Appendix, we provide some additional results, including presentation of excellence gaps using alternative SES measures and excellence gaps in science.

Figure A.1. Math and reading excellence gaps by race/ethnicity persist within socioeconomic groups (using FRL).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2019. FRL is an indicator of lower SES that means the student qualified for free or reduced-price lunch. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Figure A.2. Math and reading excellence gaps by race/ethnicity persist within socioeconomic groups (using number of books reported in the home).

Math

Reading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AAPI</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Few Books</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few Books</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some Books</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many Books</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage Scoring Advanced in Subject

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Figure A.3. Science excellence gaps by race/ethnicity persist within socioeconomic groups (using mother’s education).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2019. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Figure A.4. Math excellence gaps are largest for the highest-SES students (using number of books reported in the home).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.

Figure A.5. Reading excellence gaps are largest for the highest-SES students (using number of books reported in the home).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Figure A.6. The effect of SES on Advanced achievement is generally consistent across racial/ethnic groups (using number of books reported in the home).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the NAEP, averaged from 2015 to 2022. The broken line represents 1.0, meaning that a value is equal to the value of the highest-SES group for that racial/ethnic category. The measure of SES is the self-reported number of books in the home. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Figure A.7. Over the past two decades, science excellence gaps by race/ethnicity have persisted within socioeconomic groups (using mother’s education).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the reading portion of the NAEP. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Figure A.8. Over the past two decades, math excellence gaps by race/ethnicity have persisted within socioeconomic groups (using books in the home).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the reading portion of the NAEP. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
Figure A.9. Over the past two decades, reading excellence gaps by race/ethnicity persist within socioeconomic groups (using books in the home).

Note: These are the authors’ calculations from data representing eighth-grade achievement on the reading portion of the NAEP. AAPI refers to Asian American and Pacific Islander students.
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